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Abstract
Background: Coexistence measures such as isolation distances aim at minimizing conflicts between genetically
modified (GM) and non-GM agricultural systems. Depending on landscape structure such as field sizes, field
distribution and cropping patterns, these measures may spatially restrict GM cropping. Additional restrictions on GM
cropping may be caused by environmental concerns, for instance protected sites or habitats of selected species
may require isolation distances. To explore possible GM cropping restrictions in German agricultural landscapes, we
conducted scenario simulations with 10% and 70% GM maize cropping shares, 1,000-m isolation distances to
protected sites, and 150- and 300-m isolation distances to neighboring conventional and organic maize fields,
respectively. While previous simulation studies applied smaller isolation distances (40 to 50 m), our research
question was whether the conservative nature of isolation distances in Germany constitutes limitations to GM
maize cropping. We investigated a variety of landscapes on two spatial scales: 4 federal states and 42 rural counties.
Results: On the state scale, we found that the maximum percentage of fields planted with GM maize compared to
all potentially available fields was approximately 30%, indicating no limitation to GM cropping. On the scale of
counties, the relevance and variability of landscape metrics was much greater. This resulted in potential limitations
to GM cropping, especially for counties with more than 40% maize share. One thousand-meter isolation distances
to protected sites had only marginal effects on the area available for GM cropping.
Conclusions: Isolation distances usually disregard landscape specifics. Our results suggest that the average shares
of arable areas and 1,000-m distances to protected areas do not limit the allocation of GM maize. Limitations may
occur in counties with more than 40% maize.
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Background
The cultivation area of genetically modified (GM)
crops on the global scale is continuously increasing. In
Europe, concerns by farmers and the public, however,
make the coexistence of GM and non-GM crops critical in some regions. GM material may be transported
into protected sites [1] or cross-pollinate neighboring
fields with non-GM varieties [2]. Both pathways may
cause unwanted effects, such as contaminate non-GM
harvests above tolerance threshold for GM material
[3,4], or adversely affect trophic links and/or other
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processes within ecological communities [5-7]. For example, the lepidopteran-active Bt-maize events may do
potential environmental harm to non-target lepidopteran species of conservation concern that inhabit
protected habitats. This exposure can be reduced to a
level of no or minimum concern by imposing isolation
distances. To minimize cross-pollination and thus secure the freedom of choice for farmers and consumers,
as well as to minimize environmental risks, GM cropping in many countries is regulated by coexistence
measures [2,8], including pollen barriers, flowering
asynchrony and crop rotation. These measures are obligatory for GM crop farmers. The measures include
minimum isolation distances between GM fields and
non-GM fields [9] and, in some countries, to protected
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sites. Information on pollination distances, crossfertilization rates, and on potential wild relatives serves
as a basis for defining these isolation distances, issued
by the individual EU countries. These distances vary
considerably between European countries, with a minimum of 15 m to conventional maize in Sweden and a
maximum of 800 m to organic maize in Hungary [8,10].
Minimum distances of GM maize fields to protected
sites in Germany are regulated by individual federal
states and range between 800 and 1,000 m; this is significantly more than the 30 m suggested, for instance,
for the Bt-maize 1507 by the EFSA Panel on Genetically
Modified Organisms (GMO) [11].
Minimum isolation distances of GM fields to non-GM
and protected habitats may influence the distribution
pattern of GM crop fields within agricultural landscapes
[12,13]. These patterns, however, can be expected to
vary between different types of landscapes. They depend
on landscape characteristics such as crop species grown
and their proportions, field sizes and their distribution,
and the distribution patterns of protected sites. Thus,
the spatial distribution patterns of GM crops, and also
the maximum feasible proportion of GM crops in agricultural landscapes, are expected to be landscape specific. As more GM crops are grown, in some landscapes
it may become difficult to allocate GM crop fields following such coexistence measures. Agricultural landscapes may thus exhibit different degrees of conflict
potential for GM cropping. According to [3], coexistence measures and particularly minimum distances
should be appropriate and consider regional and local
constraints. Recent research stresses the importance of
agricultural landscape characteristics on possible unwanted effects of GM crops and hence on the definition
and flexibility of coexistence measures [8,13]. While
large isolation distances of GM fields have been criticized for reducing GM farmers’ cropping options and
causing additional costs, landscape-specific scenarios
regarding their impact on GM cropping potentials remain scarce [14-16]. Methods have been developed to
simulate spatial GM cropping patterns and their effects on coexistence options [10,12], but they have not
yet been applied to large areas with variable land use
structure under simultaneous consideration of environmental concerns. Here, we selected the relatively
large isolation distances applied in Germany. Our
question was whether those large distances pose limitations to the available area for GM crops under four
scenario assumptions (share of GM crops 10% and
70%; consideration of nature reserves or not). We also
examined a wide variety of agricultural landscapes.
We explored the impacts of different minimum distances on the GM cropping potential. If the overall impact
is small, there would be less need to adapt minimum
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distances to regional and local specifics. We also analyzed
the present agricultural land use in several German
landscapes that differ in structural characteristics. In each,
we simulated various GM maize shares as well as differing
isolation distances to neighboring crops and protected
areas.

Results and discussion
Simulated use of potentially available GM area (SUA) at
the level of federal states

At this level, the SUA results of the four scenarios varied considerably but indicated a very limited use of the
potentially available area for GM crops (Table 1). Even
taking into account protected areas, a 1,000-m distance
to protected sites and a 70% GM maize share (Sc4),
only 30% of the area available for GM maize was
assigned to GM fields. The protected areas (Sc1 versus
Sc3, and Sc2 versus Sc4) showed a much smaller increase in the SUA compared to the increase resulting
from changing the GM maize share from 10% to 70%
(Sc1 versus Sc2, and Sc3 versus Sc4). At the federal
state level, this indicates a comparatively low influence
of the share and allocation of protected areas on the
simulation outcome.
Effect of maize share, field size and share of protected
sites at the county level

At this level, we found a much higher variability in
maize shares, field sizes and share of protected sites
compared to the level of federal states (data not shown).
As expected, these three parameters are related to each
other, with the most significant correlation (p < 0.001)
for the maize share with the share of protected areas
(r = −0.25) and for the maize share with the average size
of arable areas (r = −0.22). Hence, larger maize areas
tend to be associated with the lower shares of protected
areas and, interestingly, with smaller arable area sizes.
Simulated use of potentially available GM area at the
county level

We expected that larger average sizes of arable areas
would lower the SUA, but the two are not correlated
(p > 0.05). Clearly, a high number of smaller arable
areas can compensate the SUA of few large arable
areas. Thus, from a methodological point of view and
based on our datasets, it was irrelevant whether the
geometries of arable fields precisely represent the real
cultivation situation of a specific crop or whether the
geometries are taken from topographic databases such
as ATKIS with coarser geometries. We therefore can
apply the ATKIS geometries with sufficient certainty
with regard to the SUA results.
As expected [16], present maize cultivation shares
are strongly correlated (p < 0.001) with the SUA in all
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Table 1 Simulated use of potentially available GM area for four GM maize cultivation scenarios in federal states
Sc1

Sc2

Sc3

Sc4

(10% GM, no isolation
distance to protected areas)

(70% GM, no isolation
distance to protected areas)

(10% GM, 1,000 m isolation
distance to protected areas)

(70% GM, 1,000 m isolation
distance to protected areas)

BY

5.29

19.65

8.52

30.37

NI

5.16

18.41

6.94

29.14

RP

1.01

5.63

1.78

9.64

SN

2.56

11.20

5.89

24.37

Federal
state

BY, Bavaria; NI, Lower Saxony; RP, Rhineland-Palatinate; SN, Saxony.

four scenarios (Sc1 r = 0.86; Sc2 r = 0.95; Sc3 r = 0.85;
Sc4 r = 0.90). The higher the share of maize, the more
difficult it is to allocate GM maize areas without violating the minimum distance rules. This is indicated by
the slope of the regression curve, which becomes
steeper with higher maize shares (Figure 1). In all scenarios, a relatively linear relation was evident up to a
maize share of approximately 40%. Above this value,
the variability of the SUA results among single counties
clearly increased, and in some cases for Sc4, the SUA
was very high (>90%). This indicates, for some counties, significant conflict potential between GM cropping
and the requirements for isolation distances. We assume that the increasing variability above 40% maize
reflects the higher spatial dispersion of simulated nonGM fields in some counties when excluding GM cropping to fields below 1,000-m distance from protected
areas. Here, the area of overlapping buffers becomes
crucial for GM maize field allocation. The variation

might be even larger on the local scale. This will be the
subject of further analysis in relation to landscape
structure. Border effects on the county scale were excluded by including the adjacent areas into the scenario
calculations. At the scale of federal states, we consider
the border effect to be negligible.
Higher shares of protected sites with 1,000-m isolation distance were expected to increase the SUA. In
contrast, we found significant negative correlations for
scenario 3 (r = −0.29; p < 0.001) and scenario 4 (r = −0.17;
p < 0.03). Figure 2 illustrates the large SUA variability in
most counties. We explain this unexpected relation and
the large variability by (a) the high shares of protected
sites associated with low maize cultivation shares
(r = −0.25, p < 0.001), (b) the varying clustering of
protected areas [16], and the strong relation between
SUA and agricultural area (Figure 1). Hence, in landscapes with variable shares of protected sites and
maize acreages, the SUA levels become increasingly

Figure 1 Relation between present maize cultivation (% of cropland) and simulated use of potentially available GM area. For 4
scenarios in 42 rural counties. Scenario 1: 10% GM maize, no isolation distance to protected areas; scenario 2: 70% GM maize, no isolation
distance to protected areas; scenario 3: 10% GM maize, 1,000-m isolation distance to protected areas; scenario 4: 70% GM maize, 1,000-m isolation
distance to protected areas.
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Figure 2 Relation between protected sites (% land coverage) and simulated use of potentially available GM area. For two scenarios (3
and 4) in 42 rural counties. Scenario 3: 10% GM maize, 1,000-m isolation distance to protected areas; scenario 4: 70% GM maize, 1,000-m isolation
distance to protected areas.

unpredictable but can be simulated using our approach.
Although the p values are statistically significant, some
are quite low. We suggest exploring and integrating
additional landscape metrics into the coexistence simulation studies. As expected based on Table 1, both the
average and SD of SUA results at the county level varied largely between federal states (data not shown).
Under the given scenarios, these differences are hardly
relevant as long as the SUA remains below 100%, because this indicates that minimum isolation distance
rules can be obeyed. Nonetheless, if counties or federal
states strongly increase their GM maize area shares, and
possibly in the case of more than one cultivated GM crop,
the conflict potential is expected to increase. This would
require a more differentiated examination of the respective agricultural landscapes.
Are region-specific minimum isolation distances
necessary?

While too short distances may not guarantee safe coexistence, too large distances may inappropriately restrict
GM cropping. Minimum distances can be adapted to
specific landscapes and characteristics such as crop distribution patterns, field size distributions and microclimate [8]. Nonetheless, this is possibly irrelevant, for
instance, if too large distances do not limit the GM crop
share. A study [2] has shown that the spatial distribution of GM crop fields is important in order to comply
with minimum distance rules: a clumped distribution of
GM crop fields appeared helpful in this regard, whereas
random distributions increasingly entailed coexistence

violations as the share of GM crops increased. We assume
our approach to be more realistic because it enables the
farmers to choose the scale of individual farms aiming to
grow GM crops. This choice refers to the potential allocation of additional GM crop fields in respect to the distribution of present non-GM crop fields in the area. Based
on this precondition, the minimum distances between
GM fields and non-GM fields (150, 300 m), and even
1,000 m to protected sites, did not restrict the allocation
of the targeted share of GM crops in the 42 counties and
GM-share scenarios analyzed.

Conclusions
Coexistence rules, especially in minimum isolation distances, are designed to minimize conflicts due to transport of GM crop material into neighboring habitats,
non-GMO fields and/or protected areas. Appropriate
minimum distances should consider regional conditions. Nonetheless, although the states and counties of
Germany vary in the average size of arable areas, the
share of protected sites and the share of maize, we
found only a marginal effect of the minimum distance
to protected sites (1,000 m) on the GM area available
for cultivation. Hence, the available area for GM maize
cultivation is not limited by minimum distances even if
70% of the maize grown is GM. Some regions with
higher shares of maize, however, exhibit increased conflict potential because the available areas for GM maize
are almost completely needed for the shares of GM
maize. Although large and fixed isolation distances
usually disregard landscape specifics, our results for
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Table 2 Key characteristics of selected federal states and counties
Federal state/county

Size (in 1,000
km2)

Percentage of arable
land (%)

Share of maize
(%)

Bavaria (BY)

70.6

33

20.5

12.1 ± 13.3

37.3

Lower Saxony (NI)

47.6

40

22.5

7.8 ± 8.6

35.5

Rhineland-Palatinate (RP)

19.8

22

7.3

3.8 ± 3.6

51.5

Saxony (SN)
Forty-two counties
averagea

Average size of
Protected areas with 1,000-m
arable areas (ha) b isolation buffer (% of total area)

18.4

40

10.6

14.2 ± 20.3

51.1

1.0 ± 0.5

40 ± 15

20.6 ±14.3

11.7 ± 5.3

39.8 ± 13. 9

a

BY: 16 counties; NI: 12; RP: 5 and SN: 9; bATKIS units.

Germany suggest that the average shares of arable
areas are not relevant and that buffering of protected
areas (1,000 m) does not limit the allocation of GM
maize. Only above an overall 40% maize share can the
available area for GM not suffice if 70% of the maize is
GM.

Methods
We selected 4 federal states and 42 counties, all located
within these states, to represent German landscapes varying in key structural characteristics (Table 2), namely
maize cultivation share (3% to 58%) and average arable
area sizes (3.5 to 23.0 ha). The four federal states (Bavaria,
Lower Saxony, Rhineland Palatinate, Saxony) represent
about 44% of the total area of Germany. We used statistical information on maize cultivation shares and organic
farming [17]. We extracted the geometries of arable fields
from the digital national topographic-cartographic information system [18], and included all sites protected by the
Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC and all national nature conservation areas [19-22]. Based on the German regulations,
we provided all these protected sites and nature conservation areas with a buffer of 1,000 m. This led to area shares
among counties ranging from 6.5% to 84.8%.
We used the minimum isolation distances of 150 m to
non-GM maize fields and 300 m to organic maize fields,
as valid throughout Germany, and varied (a) scenarios
of different GM maize shares (10% and 70% of the total
maize area of each county) and (b) scenarios without
versus with a 1,000-m buffer distance between protected
areas and GM maize fields. This yielded four scenarios
(Table 1). We selected the 10% and 70% GM maize
shares based on our own pre-analysis and on the findings of [8], which revealed a nearly linear relationship
between the share of GM crops and the likelihood of a
randomly selected field to lie within the isolation perimeters. We applied these scenarios by simulating the
maize field distribution using ArcGIS 9.2. The following
analytical steps were taken: from the cropping statistics
of every municipality (the smallest administrative unit

in Germany; average size 18.56 km2), the maize acreage
was taken, and the assumed proportion of non-GM
maize (90% and 30%) was randomly distributed to the
arable fields (tolerance level 5%) in each scenario run.
These non-GM maize fields were buffered, yielding the
arable land available for GM maize. In scenarios 3 and 4
(Table 1), protected areas were additionally provided
with a 1,000-m isolation buffer. The total available area
for GM maize was then related to the area required for
GM-maize cultivation, corresponding to 10% and 70%
of the total maize acreage of the municipality. Each scenario was repeated five times. The relation between the
area actually used by GM maize and the area available
for GM maize for each scenario was termed ‘SUA’, the
‘simulated use of potentially available GM area’. It is a
landscape-specific indicator of conflict potential for coexistence and environmental concerns related to GM
material transport across the landscape: as SUA approaches 100%, the allocation of GM maize becomes difficult or impossible. A SUA well below 100% indicates a
multitude of options for distributing GM maize fields
across the landscape.
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